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Abstract—Increasing device parameter variations in nanometer
CMOS technologies cause large spread in circuit parameters such
as delay and power, leading to parametric yield loss. For digital
signal processing (DSP) hardware, variations in circuit parameters can significantly affect the quality of service (QoS). Existing
post-silicon calibration and repair approaches rely on adaptation
of circuit operating parameters such as voltage, frequency, or
body bias and typically incur large delay or power overhead.
This paper presents a novel low-overhead approach of healing
DSP chips by commensurately truncating the operand width
based on their process shifts. The proposed approach exploits the
fact that critical timing paths in typical DSP datapaths originate
from the least significant bits. Hence, truncation of these bits,
by setting them at constant values, can effectively reduce the
delay of a unit, thereby avoiding delay failures. The proposed
technique is applied to two common DSP blocks, namely discrete
cosine transform (DCT) and finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
Simulation results show significant reduction in critical path delay
along with a graceful degradation in the QoS. They also show
large improvement in manufacturing yield (41.6%) with up to 5X
savings in power compared to existing approaches such as voltage
scaling and body biasing.
Index Terms—Digital signal processing (DSP), operand truncation, post-silicon repair, quality of service, yield improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH aggressive technology scaling, variation in device
parameters has emerged as one of the dark sides of
Moore’s law [1]. Increasing process variations in nanoscale
technology nodes lead to large spread in major circuit parameters such as delay and power consumption which significantly
affects the manufacturing yield [2], [3]. Conventional worst
case design approaches lead to huge overhead in area and
power under large variations. Statistical design approaches [4],
[5] try to mitigate this overhead by optimizing a design for a
target yield under statistical distribution of circuit parameters.
However, with increasing parameter variations, effectiveness
of statistical approaches is expected to reduce significantly.
On the other hand, designers resort to two major techniques to
ensure high yield under parameter variations at low design overhead: 1) variation-tolerant design approaches [6], [7], where
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circuits are designed to account for process variations such that
the performance of the chips will not be affected; 2) post-silicon
calibration and repair, where parameter shift is detected and
compensated after manufacturing by changing operating parameters such as supply voltage, frequency or body bias [8], [9]. But
these design and repair techniques result in huge power overhead, which is typically unacceptable for embedded, mobile
and implantable applications, where digital signal processing
(DSP) hardware blocks are extensively used. For such computational blocks, the delay-induced failures due to increasing
process variations translate to a degradation in the quality of
service (QoS), e.g., degradation in output image quality in an
image encoding block, leading to parametric yield loss. Since
these DSP blocks are often used in power-constrained applications, it is important to develop yield improvement techniques
with minimal impact on power.
In this paper, we present VaROT—a Variation Resilience
through Operand Truncation approach targeting yield improvement in DSP hardware. VaROT provides a low-overhead
approach for post-silicon healing of delay failures to restore
system performance under large die-to-die or within-die parameter variations [10]. Fig. 1 shows that post-fabrication healing
of chips failing QoS target
under power bound
leads to improvement in parametric yield. The proposed approach exploits the fact that in typical DSP datapath modules
(such as adder, multiplier, multiply-and-accumulate units), critical timing paths originate from the least significant bits (LSBs)
and they can be shortened by truncation—i.e., setting constant
values to these bits. Consequently, truncation of operand width
in these datapaths post-manufacturing can be used to prevent
delay failures. Moreover, we note that in case of common
DSP computations (such as filtering, Fourier transform, color
interpolation, motion estimation), truncating the least significant input bits in most datapath elements leads to minimal
loss in output QoS [6], [11]. Besides, one can choose the
optimal combination of constant values for the truncated bits to
further reduce the QoS impact. Also, one can use design-time
modifications such as insertion of low-overhead truncation
circuit and skewing the path delay distribution through gate
sizing to maximize the delay improvement with truncation.
Unlike the existing post-silicon repair solutions, e.g., voltage
or frequency scaling, simulation results show that such healing
procedure avoids large impact on power dissipation, die area,
and performance.
In particular, this work makes the following contributions:
1) It presents a design methodology for variation-resilient
DSP circuits such that delay failures due to process
variations can be prevented using a post-silicon repair
mechanism that employs truncation of operand width. It
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Fig. 1. Healing of digital signal processing chips failing QoS target using the proposed post-fabrication operand width truncation approach. (a) Binning of chips
before healing. (b) Post-silicon operand truncation and binning after healing.

evaluates the effect of truncation on output quality and
investigates the optimal choice of number and values of
bits to be truncated.
2) It presents a design optimization step using gate sizing that
maximizes the delay reduction due to truncation. It also
presents a low-overhead implementation of the truncation
hardware.
3) It compares the effect on circuit power for different techniques. Unlike existing approaches, it does not cause large
increase in circuit power and area to compensate processinduced delay variations. In fact, it can result in small
power saving due to reduction in switching activity in the
truncated bits.
4) It considers two case studies, namely discrete cosine transform (DCT) and finite impulse response (FIR) filter, which
are commonly used DSP applications. Simulation results
show that VaROT can provide large improvement in parametric yield with minimal impact on QoS along with significant power savings compared to existing healing techniques.
5) It discusses possible extension of the approach for
tolerating temporal delay variations as well as achieving
graceful degradation in QoS with dynamic voltage scaling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides brief description of related work. Section III presents
description of the proposed healing methodology. Section IV
provides simulation results for two common DSP applications.
Section V discusses the extension of the proposed healing
approach. We conclude in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
For DSP computation blocks, variation-tolerant design as
well as post-silicon process compensation have emerged as
effective approaches for improving parametric yield (with
respect to QoS). The first category of approaches make a
design resilient to variation-induced delay failures. The technique in [12] allows aggressive voltage scaling while avoiding
parametric yield degradation by creating design-time margin
between critical paths and non-critical paths. Possible delay
errors are predicted dynamically and avoided with two-cycle
operations, which causes both performance and area overhead.
A variation-tolerant low-power design for DCT architecture

has been proposed in [6]. It exploits the fact that not all intermediate computations are equally important to obtain “good”
image quality with peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) 30 dB.
The signal paths that are less contributive to PSNR are designed
to be longer than the more contributive paths, so that even with
delay failures, there is minimal PSNR degradation. The approach can be applied to other DSP hardware blocks as shown
in [7]. Such a design approach also involves considerable area
and power overhead for all chips.
In the second category, process corner of ICs are detected
during manufacturing test and corrected by adaptation of operating parameters. A post-Si healing technique based on adaptive body bias (ABB) [8] allows each die on a wafer to have
the optimum threshold voltage which maximizes the die frequency subject to the power constraint. However, ABB needs
separate power distribution network and additional routing resources with shielding, leading to huge area overhead. The frequency and leakage of a chip can both be controlled through
adaptive change of supply voltage
[9] in conjunction
with adaptive body bias
. In another approach, the supply
voltage is over-scaled [13] and the resulting quality degradation
is restored via algorithmic noise tolerance based on the signal
statistics.
Both static and dynamic bitwidth adaptation have been used
to reduce energy of computation in DSP circuits. The static
approaches [14], [15] aim at choosing area or power-optimal
bitwidth for each datapath in a DSP circuit during design [16].
The dynamic approaches [17], [18], on the other hand, perform
bitwidth adaptation at run-time to trade-off energy versus accuracy (or QoS) or reduce energy by application of specific input
data pattern. An energy-efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT)
architecture is presented in [19], where LSBs can be gated to use
a 16-bit multiplier for 8-bit computations. One can also use feedback from wireless channel conditions to perform input scaling
[20] to save power when better than worst case conditions are
detected. The focus is on voltage scaling to save power and the
input scaling is performed to prevent delay failures in MSBs.
None of these approaches, however, address compensation of
process-induced spread in QoS in DSP chips. The novelty of the
dynamic truncation technique proposed in this paper lies in applying post-manufacturing bitwidth truncation based on process
shift in a chip to compensate for quality loss. The truncation is
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applied to select QoS failing chips to improve the parametric
yield. Unlike the finite word length approach in [21], the paths
in the design are skewed such that critical paths originate from
LSBs. This design-time gate sizing step increases the effectiveness of post-Si truncation by modulating the path delay distribution.
III. METHODOLOGY
The truncation-based healing methodology can be applied to
heal any DSP circuit where we can trade-off QoS to increase
manufacturing yield with minimal power overhead. It should
be noted that in the proposed scheme, truncation is not applied
at the design time, since due to the nature of process variations,
around 50% of the ICs will have nominal or better delays, hence
these chips will not suffer from any delay failures and can be
used as high-quality DSP chips.
However, many of the chips which originally failed to meet
the delay constraint can be used as nominal performance chips
with slight degradation in quality. The main features of this technique are:
• truncation of least significant input bits has less impact on
QoS and allows the circuit to meet the delay target;
• truncation also helps in saving some switching power as it
eliminates switching activity at the truncated nodes.
For a given design, the inputs are the target delay constraint
and a set S of different frequency bins for the manufactured ICs. The output is healed chips meeting the target delay
which are sorted into different QoS bins. The proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2 using a flow chart. It is primarily classified into two phases:

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the design and test methodology for the proposed truncation approach.

A. Design Phase
The main steps of the design phase are as follows:
Perform timing analysis and sizing: To perform timing
analysis and sizing we need a netlist and a desired target
delay
. The constrained sizing approach is motivated
by the fact that truncation of least significant input bits will
have minimum impact on the output quality. So if the longest
paths in the circuit originate from the least significant input
bits then truncating them results in critical path shifting to the
next highest path along with reduction in delay. This helps to
compensate any increment in delay due to process variations.
Static timing analysis is performed on a given netlist to find the
delays of the paths originating from all the input bits. Tighter
timing delay constraints are set on the paths originating from
the input MSBs and relaxed timing constraints are set on the
paths originating from the input LSBs, while remaining within
the target delay bound. This makes the longest paths in the
design originate from the input LSBs. The constrained sizing
also keeps a large slack between critical and subcritical paths,
to get maximum impact of truncation on delay reduction. In
order to introduce intentional slack between the longer paths,
different delay constraints are set on paths originating from
each input bit, with the LSBs having the maximum slack. The
difference in slack between the bits is gradually increased
before each iteration of resynthesis and timing analysis until
the optimized design is found. The constraint distribution for

individual bits is skewed such that when a path with more delay
is truncated we get more delay reduction.
Choice of number and values of truncation bits: The
timing analysis generates a list of bits which can be truncated to
reduce the critical path delay. Corresponding to each frequency
bin in the input set S, the amount of delay variation that can
be tolerated and the number of input bits to be truncated to
compensate for this percentage increase in delay is determined.
For example, one frequency bin might correspond to a 5%
increase in delay, which requires 2 bits of truncation, and for
another frequency bin the increase in delay might be 8% which
requires 3 bits to be truncated.
Next, the optimal truncation values are assigned to the input
bits which have the least impact on the output quality while
meeting the required delay tolerance. By assigning each input
bit to “0” or “1” the impact on the output quality is computed
by simulating the netlist and comparing the output values. For
instance, let us consider that for a particular frequency bin,
the desired delay tolerance is 5% and this can be achieved by
truncation of 2 input bits. Then all possible combinations of
truncation values, i.e., “00,” “01,” “10,” and “11” are applied.
Say, the combination “00” gives 7% delay tolerance with 2%
quality loss, combination “11” gives 6% delay tolerance with
3% quality loss, combination “10” gives 5% delay tolerance
with 4% quality loss, and combination “01” gives 4% delay
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tolerance with 1% quality loss. The truncation combination
“01” has the least impact on quality but it cannot be selected
because the desired delay reduction is not achieved. Instead
“00” is chosen as the best truncation combination as it has the
least impact on the output quality while meeting the required
delay tolerance. The designer also has an input constraint in
the form of acceptable QoS margin. If the impact of truncation
values on QoS of a particular frequency bin exceeds an acceptable QoS margin, then truncation has to be stopped and no
more frequency bins will be considered for healing.
Choice of Truncation Circuit: The truncation circuit needs
to be designed with minimum overhead in terms of area, delay
and power. Moreover, it needs to be capable of applying truncation to different bits dynamically depending on the process-variation induced delay shift in the critical path. One obvious way
for truncation of an input bit is to add a 2-input NAND/NOR
gate and apply “0”/“1” to the other input to prevent excitation
at the output of the gate. The other way is by using multiplexors
to control Reset/Set signals of the input flip-flops for each bit to
be truncated. However, both schemes require extra gates in the
delay paths, which is not acceptable in terms of area or performance overhead.
An alternative approach is to selectively truncate the outputs
of the first-level gates driven by the primary inputs/flip-flop outputs. By using a single pull-down or pull-up transistor the output
of the gate can be wired to “0”/“1.” However, this can result
in large leakage current when those transistors are turned ON.
In order to avoid these leakage paths, the first-level gates can
be supply-gated when the pull-down transistors are turned ON
and ground-gated when the pull-up transistors are turned ON
for truncating the gate outputs [22]. An input bit can be provided with two transistors at each gate’s output for truncating
it to “0” or “1.” The first-level gates are obtained by modifying
the power-gated versions of the corresponding gates in the standard-cell library to ease the implementation.
The gating control signals for all these transistors are supplied by a decoder. Each input combination of the decoder corresponds to single level of truncation. One input combination of
the decoder corresponds to no truncation and is the default condition applied to the ICs which already meet the delay constraint
post-manufacturing. A small nonvolatile memory (NVM) stores
the input combination that has to be applied to each IC as soon
as it starts operating. Use of NVM in a chip is not a very uncommon practice today due to process compatibility of flash
technology with CMOS. For example, in case of crypto chips,
the key is often stored in embedded NVM register. The truncation can also be done using one-time programmable fuses or
assigned to software, if the DSP chip is used as part of an embedded system. In this case, the gating control decoder will have
additional inputs which can be set during testing.
B. Test Phase
During fabrication of the ICs, process imperfections introduce variations in the path delays inside different ICs and the
delay follows a statistical distribution. Post-manufacturing, the
ICs are subject to testing and speed binning [23] corresponding
to their maximum operating frequency, which depends on the
critical path delay for each IC. Now ICs which fail to meet
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the nominal frequency have to be healed by applying appropriate truncation to compensate for the delay increment. After
applying truncation the healed ICs can meet the desired delay
constraint and move into the nominal frequency bin. However,
different ICs which have been healed by different amounts provide different QoS levels depending on the number of truncated bits. So in the final step of the manufacturing test phase,
the healed ICs are distributed in different bins based on the
amount of quality degradation. Thus truncation heals the chips
by making the ICs meet the timing constraint with a low impact
on the quality and improves the overall yield. Any IC which
cannot be healed while meeting the acceptable QoS margin contributes to minimal loss in parametric yield. The proposed approach requires direct or indirect measurement of QoS to determine if a chip needs healing. Modern DSP chips typically
undergo parametric (e.g., delay or power) testing in addition
to functional testing. The measurement of QoS can be integrated with delay testing to minimize the impact on test-time/
cost, since QoS degradation occurs due to variation-induced
delay failures in timing paths. The effect of specific delay failures on QoS can also be analyzed at design-time, so that the
impact on testing is nominal.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed technique is implemented on two widely used
digital signal processing algorithms: a) two-dimensional (2-D)
discrete cosine transform (DCT) and b) finite impulse response
(FIR) filter circuit.
A. Case Study I: DCT
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is an efficient way of
transform coding used for image compression algorithms. The
2-D DCT architecture used in this work [24] is shown in Fig. 3.
It takes as its input an 8
8 block of 10-bit pixels from an
image and outputs sixty-four 12-bit DCT coefficients. It has
64 multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) units which compute each
DCT coefficient in parallel. A MAC unit consists of a 24-bit
multiplier followed by a 27-bit adder in different pipeline
stages. As all MAC units run in parallel the critical path inside
the DCT circuit is effectively through a single MAC unit. The
DCT design is synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler
and mapped to IBM 90 nm standard cell library. By starting
with a relaxed delay constraint and using repeated iterations of
resynthesis and timing analysis, we keep tightening the timing
constraints till a clock constraint of 3.5 ns, below which the
design cannot be optimized further. The target is to improve
the manufacturing yield by healing the bins with input set
.
We applied two sets of skewed timing constraints to limit the
critical paths to the adder or the multiplier within a MAC unit.
We also made sure that the paths originate from the least significant input bits and have maximum possible slack between
the longest paths by trying different timing constraints. First,
sizing constraints are applied such that critical paths originate
from the least significant bits of the 27 bit adder. During the
gate-sizing step, we ensure that the area overhead does not exceed 5% of the already-optimized design. The path delay distribution after constrained gate-sizing for the input bits of the
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Fig. 3. DCT architecture.

Fig. 5. DCT hardware with truncation scheme in adder.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AREA AND DELAY

Fig. 4. Effect of constrained gate-sizing on path-delay distribution through the
MAC unit of DCT.

adder and multiplier for the MAC unit are shown in Fig. 4.
The adder bits are arranged with enough slack between LSBs
to obtain maximum delay reduction by truncation of minimum
number of bits. All the multiplier paths are constrained to less
than 2.5 ns. For each frequency bin in S, the amount of delay
increment is calculated. In this example, the first bin exceeds
the nominal delay by 3% and it is observed from timing analysis that three input bits A[0], A[1], B[1] (where A and B are
inputs of the adder) have to be truncated so that the critical path
shifts to the next highest path originating from A[2]. The optimal truncation combination which has a minimum impact on
QoS is found to be “000.” The truncation bits and their values
are determined for all bins in set S.
Finally, the selected truncation values to the input bits are implemented using a low-overhead truncation circuit. A 3-to-8 decoder is used to apply different levels of truncation from 3 to
9 bits and the default input combination “000” is designed to
cause no truncation. The truncation circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
The truncation of input bit A[2] to constant “0” is performed
by applying ground-gating and using a pull-up transistor at the
gate output. Similarly for an input bit A[4] whose value has to
be truncated to “1,” supply-gating is applied and the output of
that gate is forced to GND using a pull-down transistor. The
gating, pull-up, and pull-down transistors are controlled by the
gating control (GC) signals from the decoder. This scheme ensures minimal area overhead, caused by the 3:8 decoder circuit
and 2 extra transistors for the first-level gates which need to be
truncated. For the case of 3 bit truncation, we need 6 transistors
for each MAC unit. So for 64 MACs we will need
extra transistors. Moreover, the decoder is shared between all
MAC units. The delay and area values in the 45 nm PTM [25]
technology are estimated for the original architecture and the architecture with truncation circuit (VaROT), as shown in Table I.

The critical path delay of the architecture with truncation circuit has only 1.2% overhead. The area overhead due to pull-up,
pull-down, and gating transistors and the decoder circuit is only
0.96%.
Effect of Truncation on QoS: For several standard test images, the DCT output matrix is computed with truncation applied and we use inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) in
Matlab to retrieve the image. The output quality of an image is
measured in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) to see
the impact of noise introduced due to truncation. Table II lists
the percentage decrease in delay and switching power for every
truncation level as well as the output PSNR for different benchmark images. The images of Lena in Fig. 6(a) show the impact
of truncating different number of input bits on the output quality.
We observe from Table II that truncating 9 bits gives a delay reduction of 22% with a power reduction of 4.7% and the PSNR
is still maintained at 46.45 dB for this image. Though there is
a 6% quality decrement in the PSNR value, there is no discernable visual distortion in the image.
Now consider the design where constraints are applied such
that critical paths originate through the least significant input
bits of the multiplier. Table III lists the percentage decrease
in delay by truncating different number of input bits to “0.”
Fig. 6(b) shows the impact on the output quality of the Lena
image in this case. It is observed from Fig. 6 that the impact on
the output quality for different truncation levels is more for the
design with critical paths in the multiplier, but it is still acceptable. For example, by truncating 8 bits we get a delay reduction
of 14.28% with PSNR still being at 34.26 dB and minimal noticeable visual distortion in the image.
Effect of Process Variations: The effect of process variations without and with truncation on the output image quality is
shown in Fig. 7 for the design with critical paths in the adder.
Fig. 7(a) shows the output Lena image of the DCT architecture without process variations. Fig. 7(b) shows the images with
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TABLE II
TRUNCATION RESULTS FOR DCT DESIGN WHEN THE CRITICAL PATHS ARE THROUGH THE ADDER OF MAC UNIT

Fig. 6. Output images after applying different levels of truncation when the
critical paths are in the (a) adder or (b) multiplier of the MAC unit.
TABLE III
TRUNCATION RESULTS FOR DCT DESIGN WHEN THE CRITICAL PATHS ARE
THROUGH THE MULTIPLIER OF MAC UNIT

Fig. 7. (a) Original image. (b) Output image with process variations. (c) Output
image with process variations and truncation.

10%, 20%, and 30% process variations. Fig. 7(c) shows the corresponding output images after appropriate truncation has been
applied. For Case 1 and Case 2 it is observed that quality of
the images is much better and close to the original image after
healing. But in Case 3, to compensate for the large process-induced delay shift, 14 bits need to be truncated. The effect on the
output QoS is significant and might be beyond the QoS margin
imposed by the consumers.
Impact on Manufacturing Yield: To simulate the effect of
process variations on circuit delay, we performed Monte Carlo
simulations in HSPICE for the DCT circuit using PTM 45 nm
technology [25]. Monte Carlo simulations are performed for
10 000 process corners with interdie variation of 20% and intradie variation of 15%. The resulting delay distribution histogram is shown in Fig. 8. By defining the QoS margin of the
healed ICs to be less than 3 dB from that of the nominal IC’s

Fig. 8. Post-manufacturing delay distribution of 10 000 dies. By using truncation, chips in different frequency bins can be healed leading to increased yield.
However, these healed ICs fall into degraded but acceptable QoS bins. The chips
which cannot be healed within the acceptable QoS margin still lead to yield loss
of 7%.

QoS, truncation till 8 bits is performed. It is found that the parametric yield is significantly improved from 51.6% to 93.2%
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after truncation. The corresponding quality bins are also shown
in Fig. 8. The yield can be further increased by changing the
customer requirement of acceptable QoS margin.
Power Savings compared to other healing approaches:
Next, we compare the power savings achieved with dynamic
truncation technique when compared to healing techniques such
as supply voltage scaling and body biasing. Let us consider that
a multimedia IC is designed with a target yield of 50% without
considering any healing technique. After the ICs are manufactured, the designers try to improve the yield by 30% by compensating for the process variation-induced delay increments. Now
we have three options for post-Si healing. Designer 1 decides to
increase the yield by increasing the supply voltage to compensate for the delay increment, whereas Designer 2 applies forward body bias (FBB). Designer 3 opts for dynamic truncation.
All approaches achieve 30% yield but truncation comes with
significant power savings.
As soon as the IC is powered-on, the truncation values are
applied and the decoder, pull-up, pull-down, and gating transistors will only switch once, without affecting overall dynamic
power. In fact the dynamic power decreases due to decrease in
input switching activity as more input bits are truncated. Also
due to first-level supply gating, there will be significant savings
in the overall leakage power [22]. The leakage power can be
further reduced by supply gating output bits corresponding to
the truncated input bits. For a chip with no truncation applied,
the power overhead is due to the extra leakage caused by the decoder and truncation transistors. It is to be noted that the healed
ICs originally fall in high delay and hence, low-power process
corners. Unlike other healing approaches which trade-off power
with performance, the dynamic truncation scheme can heal the
ICs’ performance along with a reduction in switching power.
Compared to worst case design techniques, the area and power
are already reduced considerably due to nominal design.
We calculated the power savings by simulating the DCT
design in HSPICE at different slow process corners and applying voltage scaling and body biasing. Table IV lists the
percentage increment in power consumption (compared to the
nominal power) due to scaling up the supply voltage
and body biasing
by different amounts to compensate for
different delay increments. The table also lists the percentage
power savings that can be achieved with VaROT for the same
improvement in yield compared to voltage scaling and body
biasing techniques and the number of bits to be truncated to
compensate for the delay. The table shows that large power
savings (up to 5X) can be achieved with VaROT when compared to voltage scaling and FBB techniques. Though there is
a little impact on the output quality, the designer can always
limit the number of truncation bits depending on the demand
for output QoS.
B. Case Study II: FIR
We also studied the effectiveness of the dynamic truncation
scheme for another commonly used DSP application, FIR filter.
We used the transposed form of a pipelined 31-tap low pass filter
designed with sampling frequency
as 200 Hz; pass band
frequency
as 40 Hz and stop band frequency
as

TABLE IV
POWER SAVINGS WITH VAROT

Fig. 9. Pipelined FIR filter.

50 Hz. The block diagram of the chosen architecture is shown
in Fig. 9. Extra delay elements are inserted to pipeline the design such that the critical path lies within either the adder or
the multiplier. This filter is designed using Matlab Filter Design and Analysis (FDA) tool to obtain the 31 coefficients. Next,
the filter was implemented in Verilog RTL. The inputs are 8 bits,
the coefficients are 16 bits, and the outputs are 24 bits wide. The
FIR design is then synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler
with a clock constraint of 3.5 ns and mapped to IBM 90 nm standard cell library. By following the design flow shown in Fig. 2
sizing constraints are applied such that critical paths originate
from the input LSBs of the adder since truncating these bits result in maximum delay reduction with minimum impact on the
frequency response of the filter. For every level of truncation,
the netlist is simulated and the quality impact on the filter response is measured in terms of pass band ripple and stop band
ripple.
Effect of Truncation on Delay, Power and QoS: Table V
lists the percentage reduction in delay for each truncation level,
the impact on the output quality measured in terms of pass
band ripple and stop band ripple and the percentage decrease in
switching power for each truncation level. It is observed from
Table V that as we truncate more input bits the deviation from
the original frequency response is increasing. Also the critical
path delay is reducing and there is a slight reduction in power
as more input bits are truncated. The frequency response curves
for design without truncation and with 1 to 9 bits truncation
are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 zooms into the stop band region
of Fig. 10 where the deviation from the original frequency
response curve is clearly visible as we increase the number of
truncation bits. Truncation up to 5 bits has very slight impact
on the frequency response curves and we get a significant
delay reduction of up to 20%. As we increase the number
of truncated bits, the amount of deviation from the original
frequency response curve increases considerably. However,
depending on the demand for output QoS, the designer can
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TABLE V
TRUNCATION RESULTS FOR FIR DESIGN WHEN THE CRITICAL PATHS ARE
THROUGH THE ADDER UNIT

Fig. 10. Filter response for original design and after truncating different
number of input bits.

Fig. 11. Zooming into the stop band region of Fig. 10 where change in the
ripple is more as more input bits are truncated.

always choose the maximum number of truncation bits and
improve the manufacturing yield.
Effect of Process Variations: The effect of process variations with truncation on the output response of the low pass filter
is shown in Fig. 12(a), Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c) for 10%, 20%,
and 30% variations respectively. From Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) it
is observed that the filter response after healing by appropriate
dynamic truncation is very close to the original response. For
extreme process variations as in Fig. 12(c) the filter response
even after healing slightly degrades compared to the original
but is better than the effect on the filter response due to process
variations. The impact on manufacturing yield and power savings due to dynamic truncation compared to other healing approaches are similar to the DCT case.
V. EXTENSION
Although we have used truncation for process compensation
in DSP hardware, it can also be effective for dynamic adaptation to temporal parameter variations—e.g., aging or environment induced delay variations. High-performance DSP circuits
experience increased junction temperature during high activity,

Fig. 12. Frequency response of a low pass filter with different amounts of
process variations and truncation. (a) 10%. (b) 20%. (c) 30%.

which can cause considerable variations in circuit delay [26].
Hence, unless enough delay margin is built into a design to account for worst case temperature fluctuation, a DSP datapath
can encounter delay failure with temperature shift leading to
degradation in QoS. The proposed approach can be used to truncate appropriate number of bits when the temperature goes beyond a pre-determined threshold, allowing a graceful degradation in quality. In this case the configuration bits for truncation
need to be determined (based on design-time knowledge) and
set dynamically. The entire operating range of temperature can
be divided into multiple regions and required number of bits for
truncation can be predetermined based on estimated delay shift
in a specific temperature region. Similarly, periodic calibration
of aging effect such as bias temperature instability (BTI) and
hot carrier injection (HCI) can be associated with the proposed
healing step to avoid pessimistic design for worst case aging
condition.
The proposed approach can also be effective for power saving
using dynamic scaling of operating voltage, which has quadratic
impact on switching power. Voltage scaling also results in large
reduction in active and standby leakage. However, unless the
operating frequency is scaled in a commensurate manner at the
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cost of large impact on performance, voltage scaling leads to
delay failures in DSP datapaths leading to large degradation in
QoS. The proposed approach can be effective to prevent large
degradation in QoS at scaled supply via appropriate operand
truncation. Note that graceful degradation in QoS under voltage
scaling can also be achieved with a skewed design approach
as in [6], [7], where critical (in terms of QoS) components in a
DSP unit are designed with higher delay margin than noncritical
ones. The proposed design approach can be used as a complementary approach to minimize the impact on QoS. In this case,
VaROT can be applied to the datapaths in less-critical components.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented VaROT—a low-overhead post-silicon
compensation approach for DSP hardware using dynamic
truncation of operand width. The proposed approach can improve the parametric yield with minimal impact on quality of
service. It exploits the fact that critical paths in DSP datapaths
typically originate from the input LSBs. Hence, truncation
of these bits by setting them to fixed values results in shortening of the timing paths. This can lead to avoidance of delay
failures in slow process corners without affecting the QoS
considerably. We have presented a low-overhead truncation
circuit to implement the scheme. We have also proposed a
constrained gate sizing step, which skews the delays of paths
originating from different bits in order to maximize delay
improvement with truncation, while minimizing impact on
QoS. Simulation results for two example DSP applications,
namely DCT and FIR, demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach in improving parametric yield along with significant
power savings compared to other healing approaches. The
healed ICs however suffer from slight degradation in QoS
over nominal value. The proposed approach, hence, can benefit
from a quality binning step, which sorts the repaired chips in
bins with acceptable but slightly degraded QoS. The proposed
healing approach can be easily combined with statistical design
or other variation-tolerant design approach to maximize yield
improvement under variations. The effectiveness of dynamic
truncation on DSP algorithms which use nonuniform bitwidth
for intermediate computations is an interesting study in itself.
In such algorithms, the critical path will usually lie in the computation blocks with maximum bitwidth and they will be more
tolerant in terms of output QoS to truncation-based healing
approaches. Finally, the proposed healing approach for DSP
datapaths can be combined with healing of embedded memory
array and analog/mixed-signal cores to produce system-level
self-healing approach [27] for complex system-on-chips.
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